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Finnish Captain Patrik Norrgård describes the details of
the dramatic rescue operation in the English Channel
earlier this year
M/V Norstream, part of the Bore shipping company, rescued the entire crew of seven persons from the
sinking ship M/V Fluvius Tamar during the night of 13th to 14th January 2017 in the English Channel.
Norrgård gave a presentation on the rescue operation at the Maritime Academy Aboa Mare in Finland today.
The crew performed a rescue operation that required extreme professional skills. The weather conditions at the sea
were severe – it was dark, the waves were about 5-6 meters high, the seawater only 7 degrees and the wind about
15 m/s. A human will lose functional capacity in a few minutes and very soon also lose consciousness under these
circumstances.
Norrgård had to be careful when proceeding towards the persons in the water – in order to keep them away from the
bow and stern thrusters, so that nobody would get hurt.
Five of the crewmembers were able to climb up in the lifeboat, whereas two crewmembers did not manage to do so.
Norstream’s crew started with rescuing the person who appeared to be very exhausted. It was difficult, as the person
was heavy to lift and he was very tired. He fell back in the water a few times. At first it was also unclear how many
crewmembers there were to rescue. Finally, the whole crew was rescued through the pilot door.

The Finnish Border Guard wished to thank Norrgård for the excellent rescue operation
by giving him an honorary award for exceptional performance at sea
The Finnish Border Guard thanks people every year for distinguished actions. This time the Finnish Border Guard
wanted to thank M/V Norstreams’ Finnish Captain Patrik Norrgård for the excellent rescue operation in a stressful
situation in severe weather conditions.
For further information contact Ossi Westilä, Manager of Simulator Training: ossi.westila@aboamare.fi or
+358 44 762 3412

Aboa Mare offers degree and continuing education for the maritime industry. The maritime education and training centre
in Turku was founded in 1813. At Aboa Mare you can study for a sea captain’s or marine engineer’s degree as well as for
a watch keeping officer’s or watch keeping engineer’s degree. Aboa Mare offers Bachelor and Master level education at
Novia UAS and secondary education at Axxell vocational institute. In addition Aboa Mare offers continuing education for
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are utilised. Training for safe and environmentally sustainable seafaring is provided at the training centre. Apart from the
training, the simulators are used for different R&D projects within the maritime industry. www.aboamare.fi
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Commander Captain Kalle Osola (left), The Finnish Border Guard, presented the honorary award to
M/V Norstreams’ Finnish Captain Patrik Norrgård and his crew, for outstanding performance in the rescue
operation.
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